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—  you and I
—  (both) you and I

—  you versus me
—  us against them
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R(evolution) is a play on words, combining the power and passion entailed with revolting against an 

establishment, with the slow and subtle process of evolution. Seemingly contradictory in momentum, 

revolution is a call to oscillate between these two mindsets and paces to find possibilities within 

conflicting ideologies and approaches. In an industry saturated with manifestos, this approach seeks to 

reevaluate and build upon what is already established to find moments of conflict and collaboration as 

opportunities for alternative ways of seeing, listening, and making.
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revolt:  | re·volt | verb

1. to rise in rebellion
2.  to renounce allegiance or subjection: rebel
3. to experience disgust or shock
4. to turn away with disgust

revolution:  | rev·o·lu·tion | noun

1. action of a celestial body going around in orbit
2. completion of a course
3. progressive motion of a body around an axis
4. a sudden, radical, or complete change

evolution:  | ev·o·lu·tion | noun

1. descent with modification from preexisting species
2. process of change in a certain direction
3. the instance of forming and giving something off
4. the process of working out or developing
5. the extraction of a mathematical root
6. a set of prescribed movements
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1Kim Hoang, Revolution Arm, 2020, digital illustration.
2SANAA, Human Figures, digital illustrations, Toffu, accessed May 11, 2020, https://www.toffu.co/downloads/25-cad-people-pack-sanaa
3Kim Hoang, Hand Writing, 2020, digital illustration.
4Kim Hoang, Revolt, Revolution, Evolution, 2020, digital illustration.
ADictionary.com, s.v., “Revolt, v.,” accessed May 1, 2020, https://www.dictionary.com/browse/revolt?s=t
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We believe that a better world needs a working prototype.

We believe in the making of Progress and Engagement.

We believe there should be poetry in the mass-produced object.

We believe that the digital is best experienced in tangible, analogue ways.

We believe that raw simplicity communicates complex ideas best.

We believe in making experience real for our clients and their customers.

We believe there is an urgent need for Creative Technology competence.

We make stuff work stuff makes us work.

- Random International

Architecture As Design

Architecture Through Design

Architecture For Design

Architecture is Multi-disciplinary and Specialist

Architecture is Solution

Architecture is Critical

Architecture is Propositional

Architecture is Non Discursive

Architecture is Discursive

Architecture Brings Alive

- Laura Allen, Iain Borden, Nadia O’Hare, Neil Spiller

The traditional image of the radical architect is the angry young man rebelling against the establishment. 
The avant-garde is defined more by what it is against than what it is for. This leads to an oedipal succession of 
contradictions where each generation says the opposite of the previous. And if your agenda is dependant on 

being the opposite of someone else’s, you are simply a follower – in reverse.

Rather than being radical by saying fuck the establishment, fuck gravity, fuck the neighbours, fuck the bud-
get, fuck the context – we want to try to turn pleasing into a radical agenda.

What if design could be the opposite of conflict? Not by ignoring it, but by feeding off it. A way to incor-
porate and integrate differences – not through compromise or by choosing sides, but by tying conflicting 

interests into a Gordian knot of new ideas.

We propose to let the forces of society decide which of our ideas can live, and which must die. Surviving ideas 
will evolve through mutation and crossbreeding into an entirely new species of architecture.

An inclusive rather than exclusive architecture. An architecture unburdened by conceptual monogamy. An 
architecture where you don’t have to choose between public or private, dense or open, angled or curved, 

blond or brunette etc. An architecture where you can have both.

- BIG

Being a Homo Ludens, the playing man, I can only say one thing: Let’s play! 

Playing brings people together, playing is fun, playing is the best there is. 

I once said: “Design is traditionally about solving problems. I don’t solve problems, I create possibilities.”

Basically this is the definition of a game. As a designer I like to play, and I expect the same attitude from the 
user. Design should not be about designers, but about the useful and playful designs they (should) make.

- Richard Hutten

WHITE NOISE! We need White Noise! Definitely. Like the unprogrammed slot on your radio set, cities 
have spaces not yet harnessed for starchitecture or polished by design. And they need them! Like oxygen. It 
cannot be all programme, function and use! That is suffocating! The casual, the unruly, even the insurgent: 
that is where creativity thrives, where the economy will survive and where governance is re-invented. Every 

day. So don’t bawl it out with development schemes and new regimes. We need white noise!

- City Mine(D)

I would like to propose that any attempt to forecast the future is both a provocation to rethink the past and 
an opportunity to better come to terms with the present. What, then, of the future? We should emphasise 

that visions of the future across almost all phenomena (a) evolve over time and (b) are many.

- Hans Ulrich Obrist

Growing up in Cyprus, my innate curiosity was fuelled by the isolation, which encouraged my desire to ex-
plore. Now having spent most of my life here in London, my curiosity is about understanding the dullness of 
life in general and creating a world where I can propose other ways of looking at the body and its role in cul-
ture, consequently creating one that fills the gap between fantasy and reality. In the midst of this, I find that 
the economic hardship of living in London, running a business and everything that comes with it, is a burden 
on anyone who is trying to contribute to cultural life. But I have not been so affected by economic demands 
that I don’t enjoy seeing one person out of a sea of people expressing emotion at the end of a presentation 

or an opening of an installation. In this light, my contribution to cultural activity is a diligent commitment to 
merging different disciplines and cultures. If at school you were taught about the relationship of maths to art, 

the body to music, chemistry to the environment etc, wouldn’t life be much more interesting and motivat-
ing...

- Hussein Chalayan

We live in an image-driven culture, and architecture too is subject to an obsession with images. Many clients 

request landmark or icon buildings. Today, from the moment you begin to practice as an architect you are 

aware that your work must “communicate”, must present and convey the right imagery. Rather than deny 

this, what is needed is for architects to plan and strategise the images generated by their work, just as they do 

other aspects of design, to bring them in line with a conscious, overarching ambition, rather than manoeuvre 

more or less following opportunity and intuition.

Our choice is to do away with the dominance of the planned, heavily published architectural image, sign 

and message, and replace it with specific forms of intensity designed to generate ideas, illusions, emotions, 

associations and other mental constructs. Literally, the after image refers to the lingering visual impression 

that is caused by intense or prolonged stimulation of the visual retina. To us, the after image means some-

thing slightly different; we use the notion to include the entire scale of sensations and perceptions caused by 

intense impressions.

- UN Studio

Nature is filled with variation and complexity that architecture has yet to fully explore. Biology is not ar-
chitecture, of course. Nature doesn’t care about form following function or function following form, it is all 

about iteration, mutation, and feedback through fitness testing, all of which produces species and formations 
that are as elegant as they are robust.

Beyond the trappings of literal biomorphism, my office is interested in biomimetics as a way towards both 
formal variability and performance. Dragonfly wings, bat wings, radiolaria, corals and jaguar patterns are all on 

the table as potentially relevant to new ways of thinking about structural formations in particular.

- Tom Wiscombe
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Nature is filled with variation and complexity that architecture has yet to fully explore. Biology is not ar-
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Beyond the trappings of literal biomorphism, my office is interested in biomimetics as a way towards both 
formal variability and performance. Dragonfly wings, bat wings, radiolaria, corals and jaguar patterns are all on 
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IF EVERYONE IS TALKING,
WHO IS LISTENING?
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R(evolution) proposes alternative ways of seeing, listening, and making, not by establishing a 

new manifesto, but by building upon previous manifestos from designers within and beyond the 

architectural field. Though R(evolution) is primarily a written work, it embodies a multidisciplinary 

spirit by exploring language as both a conveyor of meaning and as a visual form in and of itself. This 

written and diagrammatic work explores the evolution of analyzing, assessing, and evaluating ideas, 

and provides a framework for conflicting ideas to co-exist side-by-side, allowing for the speculation of 

new possibilities. Contrasting ideas such as architecture as solution and architecture as a facilitation 

do not necessarily need to be at odds with each other and can lean towards a both/and attitude rather 

than an either/or mindset. Exploring conflict as a potential for collaboration can facilitate a

living manifesto that is constantly evolving and adapting to its context.
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We live in an image-driven culture, and architecture too is subject to an obsession with 
images. Many clients request landmark or icon buildings. Today, from the moment you 
begin to practice as an architect you are aware that your work must “communicate”, must 
present and convey the right imagery. Rather than deny this, what is needed is for architects 
to plan and strategise the images generated by their work, just as they do other aspects of 
design, to bring them in line with a conscious, overarching ambition, rather than manoeuvre 
more or less following opportunity and intuition.

Our choice is to do away with the dominance of the planned, heavily published 
architectural image, sign and message, and replace it with specific forms of intensity 
designed to generate ideas, illusions, emotions, associations and other mental constructs. 
Literally, the after image refers to the lingering visual impression that is caused by intense or 
prolonged stimulation of the visual retina. To us, the after image means something slightly 
different; we use the notion to include the entire scale of sensations and perceptions caused 
by intense impressions.
- UN Studio

Growing up in Cyprus, my innate curiosity was fuelled by the isolation, which encouraged 

my desire to explore. Now having spent most of my life here in London, my curiosity is 

about understanding the dullness of life in general and creating a world where I can propose 

other ways of looking at the body and its role in culture, consequently creating one that fills 

the gap between fantasy and reality. In the midst of this, I find that the economic hardship of 

living in London, running a business and everything that comes with it, is a burden on anyone 

who is trying to contribute to cultural life. But I have not been so affected by economic 

demands that I don’t enjoy seeing one person out of a sea of people expressing emotion 

at the end of a presentation or an opening of an installation. In this light, my contribution 

to cultural activity is a diligent commitment to merging different disciplines and cultures. 

If at school you were taught about the relationship of maths to art, the body to music, 

chemistry to the environment etc, wouldn’t life be much more interesting and motivating...

- Hussein Chalayan

Nature is filled with variation and complexity that architecture has yet to fully explore. 
Biology is not architecture, of course. Nature doesn’t care about form following function 

or function following form, it is all about iteration, mutation, and feedback through fitness 

testing, all of which produces species and formations that are as elegant as they are robust.Beyond the trappings of literal biomorphism, my office is interested in biomimetics as a 
way towards both formal variability and performance. Dragonfly wings, bat wings, radiolaria, 

corals and jaguar patterns are all on the table as potentially relevant to new ways of thinking 

about structural formations in particular.
- Tom Wiscombe Emergent Architecture

Being a Homo Ludens, the playing man, I can only say one thing: Let’s play! Playing brings people together, playing is fun, playing is the best there is. I once said: “Design is traditionally about solving problems. I don’t solve problems, I create 

possibilities.”

Basically this is the definition of a game. As a designer I like to play, and I expect the same 

attitude from the user. Design should not be about designers, but about the useful and play-

ful designs they (should) make.
- Richard Hutten
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The traditional image of the radical architect is the angry young man rebelling against the 
establishment. The avant-garde is defined more by what it is against than what it is for. This 
leads to an oedipal succession of contradictions where each generation says the opposite of 
the previous. And if your agenda is dependant on being the opposite of someone else’s, you 
are simply a follower – in reverse.

Rather than being radical by saying fuck the establishment, fuck gravity, fuck the 
neighbours, fuck the budget, fuck the context – we want to try to turn pleasing into a radical 
agenda.

What if design could be the opposite of conflict? Not by ignoring it, but by feeding off it. 
A way to incorporate and integrate differences – not through compromise or by choosing 
sides, but by tying conflicting interests into a Gordian knot of new ideas.

We propose to let the forces of society decide which of our ideas can live, and which must 
die. Surviving ideas will evolve through mutation and crossbreeding into an entirely new 
species of architecture.

An inclusive rather than exclusive architecture. An architecture unburdened by conceptual 
monogamy. An architecture where you don’t have to choose between public or private, 
dense or open, angled or curved, blond or brunette etc. An architecture where you can have

- BIG
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We believe in the making of Progress and Engagement.

We believe there should be poetry in the mass-produced object.

We believe that the digital is best experienced in tangible, analogue ways.

We believe that raw simplicity communicates complex ideas best.

We believe in making experience real for our clients and their customers.

We believe there is an urgent need for Creative Technology competence.

We make stuff work stuff makes us work.

- Random International

We

We

We

We

We

We

We

We

poetry in the mass-produced object.

An architecture where you can have both.

I would like to propose that any attempt to forecast the future is both a provocation to 

rethink the past and an opportunity to better come to terms with the present. What, then, 

of the future? We should emphasise that visions of the future across almost all phenomena 

(a) evolve over time and (b) are many.

- Hans Ulrich Obrist

any attempt to forecast the future is both a provocation to

rethink the past and an opportunity to better come to terms with the present.

WHITE NOISE! We need White Noise! Definitely. Like the unprogrammed slot 
on your radio set, cities have spaces not yet harnessed for starchitecture or pol-
ished by design. And they need them! Like oxygen. It cannot be all programme, 
function and use! That is suffocating! The casual, the unruly, even the insurgent: 
that is where creativity thrives, where the economy will survive and where gover-
nance is re-invented. Every day. So don’t bawl it out with development schemes 
and new regimes. We need white noise!

- City Mine(D)

that is where creativity thrives

We live in an image-driven culture, and architecture too is subject to an obsession with 
images. Many clients request landmark or icon buildings. 

Our choice is to do away with the dominance of the planned, heavily published 
architectural image, sign and message, and replace it with specific forms of intensity 
designed to generate ideas, illusions, emotions, associations and other mental constructs. 

it is all about iteration, mutation, and feedback

encouraged

my desire to explore. 

If at school you were taught about the relationship of maths to art, the body to music, 

chemistry to the environment etc, wouldn’t life be much more interesting and motivating...

building upon
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